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“…in this terrifying world, all we have are the connections 
that we make.”

-Bojack Horseman

“Let’s face it. We’re undone by each other. And if we’re not, 
we’re missing something.”

-Judith Butler, Precarious Life
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Sonnet for Bojack Horseman

So much of us is lost to the dark. Blame 
cosmic forces at play: planets in retrograde, 
because no one would be washed up if they could help it. 
No one would shatter glass on purpose. Right? 
What even is forgiveness—a bad moon phasing, 
a sunflower in bloom, not knowing where to gaze? 
There are places for people like us, but we can’t 
all fit on one spaceship. Besides, who 
would shepherd? We unfold like enzymes. 
Irrevocably damaged: motorcycling without helmets 
just to see who stops us. The horrifying truth: we fuck up 
and people still love us. We could nudge them off water towers 
and convince them they slipped. Either way, 
they’d thank us for one last good look of the city. 
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portrait of sarah lynn as desert mother

i love you hardly       with prickled care 
carry you to fruited heights       every growth a new 
king       i throne you       i thorn you 
i pin you to stay       pine after you  
settle in your stomach       all soiled sorbet 
here we obey clouds       there are no clouds here 
just forgiven spines       sponged grief 
forgive me       i’m talking mountains 
i’m peaking       i’m peaked       i’m pink 
and hideous       grisly       fragmented 
congealed oatmeal       placenta 
sidewalked on a summer day       an ugly 
metaphor just to grab your attention
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ruins
“I need you to tell me that I’m a good person.”-Bojack Horseman

you begged for it       cried out       nearly kneeled 
but you didn’t change you just drove into traffic 
until you went limp       waiting for redemption

a claw machine that would pluck you from the masses 
and toss you       into the arms of whoever loves you

who loves you       you keep so many haunts

when you are empty you just want 
to feed       to make ghosts little 
hollows       you don’t like it  
when you’re cracking but your body        
all the heavy       you needed somewhere 
to place the weight       you can’t help 

all the tumbling       you’re witnessing  
the dynamics of history waiting       for ruins
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Mother you
“It’s just really hard to need people.”-Princess Carolyn

Mother you are airport you are runway you watch take off you see go you 
sit abandoned at baggage claim beneath buzzed blue glows mother your 
favorite bodies live without you they want your fur but no teeth your 
window-light but no glass as a child you loved marco polo its looping 
callbacks the love is no longer implied now mother you must ask
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Rose-Colored Glasses
“You know, it’s funny... when you look at someone through rose-
colored glasses, all the red flags just look like flags.” -Wanda Pierce

The faith wasn’t foolish 
until you kept it.

You folded your hands 
until they churched,

prayed for him  
a sixth time and still

he noosed himself  
just to see if you’d look.

You did what you could 
to home him:

cooked breakfast for two, 
closed your ears,

planted a flag on his belly, 
closed your ears,

pretended he shined 
like a planetarium

all around you—immersed 
until you couldn’t leave him.
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Bojack as Honeydew

rotten all the while / waxy / all you saw was the side of me / soft-skinned / I 
wanted to be bowed to / some seedy religion / my god a who / heaven and 
hell unconcerns / post-thoughts / I rolled toward a light like a honeydew / 
and passed it clean / I settled in dirt / decomposed / made the underbellies 
of rocks my home / wishing I’d kneeled further / from my father’s bush 
/ wishing I’d told you I’d lived unpeeled sooner / wishing you’d already 
known
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portrait of sarah lynn as disneyland

see my glitz, 
my flares. 

my eyes spinning strawberries.

do you like how i clown around? 
do you like my pasty face? 
how it is just my face, 
and the blue cheeks 
just my cheeks.

am i dreamy yet?

gleaming from all angles, 
a shiny wheel.

i will die like a water gun 
once it loses stream— 
underwhelming, less  
than marvelous.

there will be no sound, 
just empty emptiness, 
the disappointment of not feeling.

goldfish will sing at my funeral, 
turning onto their backs in unison. 
teddy bears will hang around 
the pulpit instead of flowers.

the priest with moles 
will eulogize me, 
telling my story: how

i was born sliding 
down a chute 
in a flour sack.

he will pause. 
toy sirens will 
roar. i will be back.
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ode to todd

you don’t ask 
for much, 
just enough 
to warm you: 
a beanie, 
a blanket, 
some form 
of home.

you’re good 
because you’re good. 

it’s okay 
to capitalize 
your name.

soon you will  
see your face 
macaroni-framed 
on refrigerators 
and your laugh 
soundtracked 
on tv and when 
you sleep

you will wake  
up to fresh 
chocolate-chip pancakes 
cooked especially 
for you.

you will wake as 
mayor of your 
own body— 
with so much 
to do.
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Bojack’s Sonnet 

I am a bad man       afraid of all these hands 
have done       rippings       tatters       stubbles of people 
I shave off my neck       how I look in green light devastates 
even me       I’ve never been more than ellipses  
a microscopic stutter       don’t magnify me 
turn out the lights       swear I am good  
while you watch me twist       traffic 
and I promise I will leave you unbent

 I don’t remember who I was before 
the bloating       fat of me that leaks out my mouth 
but I imagine myself so beautiful that you pitied me 
don’t feel bad for me       I deserve all I receive       I had 
my chances to leave my grief on this hill and yet  
I keep returning
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For Diane, Drowning

almost admirable  how you feed
  yourself to everyone else

so there’s nothing   left of your body
to hate 

mitosis: no matter   how many cells you mother
        you’re left with some small

slice of you   you can’t 
trash your hands

   dump your legs into barrels   send them to sea
the separation is  imagined    animated

 swimming sleek   breathing morphed     yellow
     how you grow  into bubbles

kaleidoscopic wreckage      fusing
scratches    plumed fingers
       someone screaming     help
 the flow flowering    your hands closing your throat
    to pass your float

you’ll save yourself
 eventually
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Ode to Free Churro 

You act of capitalist kindness you signed receipt post-death you silent 
broadcast you sugar-breath you costless fried wad you edible god you 
were so good to me I needed you like Hollywoo needs stars to survive 
needs ache to feel but then you died you crumbled you unreeled you 
nightmare-maker you crumby teeth-acher you sweet sticky-thumb stick 
you street-whipped cinnamon prick are you healing now are you relieved 
since you’ve passed do you taste my chattering teeth do you hear how I 
eulogize for you now in my grief I remember your compassion I lick up 
your ashes
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portrait of sarah lynn as planetarium

you grow and they use you 
up.

you constellate and they try  
to connect to you.

you: a star, lit 
blue, everything  
projected onto you.

nose domed, 
stuck-out tongue 
pop art.

it’s all too much.

when you die, 
silhouettes smell white.

skies molt to ashes.

god, the architect, 
holds your hand.

it’s all too much.

and to think 
the tulips and chrysanthemums 
were really coming in.
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Bojack Makes Amends to a Crowd

Sorry for my knee-jerk, headfirst 
circus acrobatics. Recovery is hard work.  
I’m listing all my accidents: fishtails, 
side-sweeps, people I meet and spit on 
when I speak. I’ve lost count of the bodies 
I’ve cracked like glow sticks. 
Now everything looks mooned, cratered.

Please. I’m trying to unstick burs 
from my body, to open my oil-slicked eyes. 
I understand I’ll never be clean, 
how part of me is forever 
decomposing, a half-rot. Sorry 
for the stagnancy. I wanted to be 
more than still water. I’m still not.
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Golden Shovel for Diane

you want to die / curdle up / explain how / sometimes 
your body feels unyours / distanced / you feed your legs to life’s 

mouth / and the dullness is fine / you leash it / give it a 
name / little cloud / bagged bag / burnt-out star / cold bitch 
most nights you pet it / let it lick your face as you cry / and 

soon it swallows your language / leaves you with nothing to say / then 
exhales a vacancy / how can you claim any more grief / when you 

can’t even manage the emptiness  / you already own / how do you keep 
the balance / between want and need / is it worth all the living
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For Bojack, Reinvented

“Better” was never the right word, 
because it implied you could be good.

It implied the pain had metaphor 
when it was pointless. 

You drunk-drove and scarred roads, 
rained down dollar bills

and waited for that thrilling bloodcrisp 
scream. You wanted to be seen.

You wanted honeydew fed to you 
by ghosts. Nothing haunts you

how it should. Phantom exit wounds 
aren’t enough. Survival was too much.

Engraved on a hospital bedpan:  
Horseman. Your last words:

a voicemail for someone else 
to claim, for you to blame.

You can’t keep making people 
save you. You can’t headline

all the time. You must learn 
how to live as subtitles.

In the end, there will be no theatrics. 
In the end, hokey pokey

is just a dance, the turns 
physical, sincere, insignificant.

Spotlighted now, everyone sees you, 
and there you are, cornered

and cowering, afraid of the hands 
that tweeze and reach for you

in this game of operation. 
You can’t be broken here anymore,

in your buzzing body.






